
Plan of story thingy. 

Panorama. The home planet. Very high descrip7on 

Drop. The black hole that they were orbi7ng around dying slowly   

Zoom. the character  

Zoom. the last moments of the last black hole  

Flash. It dyes and chaos has begun.  

Echo. The home planet as the last humans warp to another universe as 
there old one collapses behind them.  

The beauty of the dying universe  

The grey sphere. Lit up with thousands of gold lights. Its rings gliCering with 
light as they take power from something as simple as light and radia7on. A 
huge metallic object with lines of golden light decora7ng its side shot out of 
the planet and sped towards another, greener object in the distance, the green 
house, the food source for this desperate civilisa7on. 

I was flying through the atmosphere, the ar7ficial air slowing me and keeping 
me in the halo of the planet.  Below me the metallic glowing buildings soared 
high into the air, seeming to flow and reach out into space. My best friend 
hovered up beside me. “how you doing mate.” He said to me through the 
network that connected all of us Hosans. I responded with a grunt “yea not to 
great, I’ve being working all day on a way to save that stupid black hole, you 
know I just don’t think it’s possible, however I have decided to start working on 
another way to save us, not that it is any more plausible.” My friend laughed at 
me “you face gives away that you have made a breakthrough today.” I grinned 
with pride “I may have just invented a way to escape this dying universe”.  

We flew along the hypersonic slipstream; this was one of my best inven7ons. It 
allowed the user to create a vacuum at a loca7on and it sucked you towards it. 
This allows you to fly around the en7re planet in only a few minutes. The main 
difficulty I had had with this inven7on was how to make it so that the air is only 
sucked from one direc7on, that being the direc7on that you want to go.  



We landed on the top of a skyscraper and entered through the door at the top. 
As we were walking through the warm comfortable corridors we came across a 
window. “I wish my plan didn’t involve leaving this place” I communicated to 
my friend. “it is unfortunate, that black hole looks amazing”  

“not as cool as those stars that flashed out though” my friend muCered.  

We stood at the window as the looming black sphere came up over the 
horizon. The mys7cal golden ring surrounding it reflec7ng our own. Nothing 
ever came out of that place, however even through all its dangers it was the 
main source of our energy. Far off near the event horizon you could just about 
see a spinning disc. It was only just fast enough to stop itself from falling into 
the ominous black ball. beaming from that object was a constant flow of 
electricity, its golden sricked reflec7ng what we tried to mimic on this planet 
this object was harnessing the energy from the gravity of the black hole. 

“you know I predicted the spectacle will happen today” I said to him over the 
digital world. Enotch my friend communicated confusion to me “what are you 
talking about”. Before I could answer a beam shot out of the poles of the black 
hole. The twis7ng purple twinkling into the empty universe. I commanded my 
eyes to focus on the beams and immediately my vision zoomed in to the point 
of interest. In this newfound imagery I could make out objects flying through 
space, I had to know more about these objects. My eyes twitched as the 
metallic components brought up an overlay in my vision. My eyes told me that 
these objects where traveling at around ninety percent the speed of light, 
composed of solid tungsten mixed with diamond and most had the mass of 
half our planet.  

LaCer I  was walking down the street. I don’t know why I was taking such a 
mundane from of travel. My friend had leV me about an hour ago and nobody 
was on the street with me. I decided I wanted to look at my surroundings and 
myself in case of an assassin. AVer all I was one of the greatest scien7sts of this 
current era. The drones dropped out of my back and then my perspec7ve 
changed. The feeling was admiCedly odd and I proffered to stay in first person. 
I looked at myself and imagined what we had once looked like and how 
primi7ve we used to be, all I know was that we came from a species that called 
themselves Humans but I had no idea what they looked like. They were likely 
far more different then us.  



I had nine arms each floa7ng around me. They were made out of metal. No 
one had biological body’s anymore, they have the unfortunate side effect of 
dying very quickly. I had vibrant lights covering my body and right now they 
where coloured grey, they change colour depending on the owners mood. I had 
no mouth; instead, there was just a black shiny piece of metal, this is where all 
the communica7on soVware was kept. It was the only connec7on I had with 
the network. On my head was two horns textured to an incredible degree.  

Years passed. The 7me 7cked away as I painstakingly worked through my 
project; the only way I could save our species. This project was nearly taking up 
all of my processing units in my head. There was no way I would just give up 
though through my network I could feel that was the way that many of my 
fellow species felt. They were all so 7red and bored actually of living in 
constant fear of there lives, it was never really something we had to do once 
we had uploaded our minds into computers. 

Suddenly sirens whistled through the skyscrapers of the metallic ball, jol7ng 
me out of my processing. My four legs stretched out and I walked over to the 
window, what I saw horrified me. I knew that this day would come but I 
thought it would have not happened for a couple more years. The black hole 
that had supported and nurtured us was quickly collapsing into itself.  

The orbi7ng debris around the black hole started spiralling out into space, no 
longer captured by the deadly pull of its host. It reminded me of photos I had 
seen of galaxies, it was scaringly beau7ful. I pulled myself out of the 
wonderment I had been feeling and ran at the window blaring instruc7ons 
through the network. These transmiCed to everyone in the en7re solar system. 
“GET TO THE PLOLS, USE THE SLIPSTREAM” I ac7vated a vacuum at my 
inven7on and started whistling through the air. Below I saw my home, the 
planet I had been raised on slowly being torn apart. LiCle by liCle the metallic 
framework of the planet fell apart and fragments of the ground driVed out into 
the empty void of space with voices wringing with sadness.  

In my head thousands of voices screamed in panic as some Hosans where 
destroyed by sharp sec7ons of metal or where thrown into space never to 
return again. Others appeared to be experiencing sadness and horror as they 
had to watch their friends be dissipated into the blank emp7ness of the 
universe. I looked at the black hole and was one of the only people to 



experience the awesome destruc7on of such an extreme object. With a crash, 
millions of lights and beams of pure energy echoed out through both space and 
7me finally crashing into to the shield that acted as our atmosphere. Then I 
arrived in a tumbling ball of limbs. I jolted up however and marched towards 
the circle of golden lights and there I pushed a buCon. Around me millions of 
people stared at me with hope. “holy black hole I hope this works” I thought. I 
pushed through all the noise inside the network and called out to my fellow 
Hosans. “we must go my friends, I have been working long and hard on this 
project and I hope it works as well as I think it will. When you are ready you can 
come and stand in the golden ring.”  

I walked over and stood in the centre. I linked in with the communicator and 
gave it the instruc7on to start the launch, with that the golden light around me 
intensified. Glowing so brightly it came close to blinding my technological eyes. 
Then with a wush I was thrown into the air. LiCle squares of golden light 
transpor7ng me up to the looming black object in the skies above the planet, it 
was my mothership. I was beamed strait into the control room where as all the 
others where beamed into the Bridge of the ship and would make there way to 
the lounge. My flou7ng limbs cut through the air as they punched in 
commands to ini7ate the inter universal warp engine. Then they stopped and 
flowed back to hover by my shoulders again. Suddenly a huge amount of noise 
erupted around me. I had tried to make this one hundred present efficient but 
it hadn’t worked. I was jolted backwards as the ship sped up. Slowly but surely 
colours started whirling around the ship in a dance of blues and reds. The 
tunnel seemed to stretch for an infinite length but when I adjusted my eyes 
once more, I no7ced something at the end. My mind filled with joy as we 
neared it.  

The sun. its majes7c halo giving of life to the liCle green and blue planet next 
to it. LiCle ships seemed to skuCle from the face of this planet to another, 
more sinister metallic planet. It was one I recognised well for I had lived on it all 
my life. However, I had never seen its construc7on. I knew now that we had 
warped into the exact same universe, but unlike the one we had just leV this 
universe was very far back in 7me. It was the universe I had hoped to visit for I 
had never seen a star or even a naturally made planet. It was all so new to me, 
and the one thing I wanted to do immediately was meat the humans, who 



where my species ancestors, and help them find a way to stop the big freeze of 
the universe.  


